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It is well known that Latency has a highly disrupting influence in music performance, affecting musicians individually
on their own acoustic feedback and collectively at the overall musical response. In musical communication over the
Internet one of the most promising approaches, to minimize the constraints caused by extreme latencies, is to adapt the
musical practices to perceptual audio features that influence the latency threshold tolerated by musicians. According to
the information extracted from these descriptors, it is possible to shape the musical language at the compositional stage
or at the performative level. Research has previously been conducted exploring the relationship between this threshold
and features such as the musical Tempo and Loudness. Nevertheless, further studies remains to be done, particularly
concerning the ability to synchronize delayed performances for different expressive musical qualities related with
performing technique at the level of individual notes. This paper presents a pilot study that suggests a better tolerance to
communication latency, for musical pieces based on notes performed with slow attack sounds.

INTRODUCTION
With the advent of Internet computing and the
possibility of ubiquitous long distance acoustic
communication, the prospect of geographically
displaced musical performance became available to a
worldwide community.
However, in global networks communication Latency
(net-delay) is extreme and causes a highly disrupting
effect in remote musical performances, especially in
more traditional musical forms, which are mostly driven
by rhythm and melody involving very tight
synchronicity, to achieve a desirable real-time
awareness of musical acoustics.
In fact, requirements for networked musical
performance imply latency thresholds that are amongst
the most demanding in Computer Supported
Collaborative Work (CSCW), providing a leading
framework of critical research for this particular field of
Computer Science.
1

LATENCY THRESHOLDS AS A FUNCTION
OF MUSICAL FETURES
While in a vocal conversation it is possible to maintain
it even with one-way delays of up to 500 ms [1], when
trying to perform any sort of rhythmical piece on
gestural based musical instruments, the communication
delay threshold, that allows musicians to maintain a
synchronized and smooth musical interaction, reduces
drastically to the order of tens of milliseconds, as
reported on a number of experimental studies conducted
since 2002: [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8].

These studies, attempt to determine the Ensemble
Performance Threshold (EPT), “the level of delay at
which effective real-time musical collaboration shifts
from possible to impossible” [2], and consistently the
results fall within the range 20 to 40 ms.
Yet, the EPT is usually determined based on
experimental setups that focus on latency variations,
maintaining fixed values in other musical features.
Moreover, in each study the EPT has been determined
for particular performative conditions, without
introducing significant variations in other musical
facets, such as:
• The music expressive qualities (Dynamics
and Articulation)
• The music style (rhythm, melody, harmony)
• The music perceptual qualities (pitch,
texture, timbre)
• The music structure/form
• The musician’s experience and practicing
strategies
• Complementary feed-back modalities
(visual, tactile)
• The listening conditions
In this sense, further research is necessary in order to
determine if the established EPT range (20 to 40 ms)
changes according to different perceptual audio
features, which are fundamental to the music
performance.
In particular, this paper presents a study on the influence
in EPT of very specific audio feature - attack time -.
This results builds upon recent studies by the authors,
and other researchers, that have explored in EPT of
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related feattures such
Loudness/Dyynamics.

as

musicall

Tempo

and

1.1 Latencyy adaptive Teempo
The relationnship betweeen musical Tempo
T
and the
amount of laatency, perforrmers can tolerate in orderr to
maintain a smooth music
m
interacction, is offten
empirically perceived in EPT experiiments. In thhese
experiments it is commoon that subjeccts start to sllow
down the Tempo when the EPT is reached
r
and jjust
before they bbreak the perrformance apaart. This impuulse
of slowing ddown the Tem
mpo in the preesence of lateency
motivated ann early experriment conducted in 2005 by
Álvaro Barboosa and Alexaander Carôt.

Figure 1: Peerforming withh Self-Delay/d
different Temppos
from tthe Barbosa/C
Carôt experimeent (2005)
In the experiiment, simulatted network laatency conditiions
were applied to the peerformance of four differrent
unes with ffour
musicians pplaying jazz standard tu
different insstruments (B
Bass, Percusssion, Piano and
Guitar). Thee objective consisted
c
in determining the
maximum inndividual lateency tolerancee applied to the
auditory feeddback from thee musician’s own
o instrumennt.
For this purrpose a studioo system wass set up, so tthat
performers w
would listen too the feedback
k from their oown
instruments through headdphones with variable delaays.
Performancees were syncchronized witth a metronoome
over severall takes with different beeats per minnute
(BPM). For eeach take the feedback delay was increaased

unttil the musiciaan wasn’t ablee to keep up a synchronouss
perrformance.
In figure numb
ber 1 is pressented a grap
phic with thee
ressults from this experiment. IIt is clear thatt regardless off
insstrumental skiills or music instrument, all musicianss
weere able to to
olerate more ffeedback delaay for slowerr
Tempos.
Th
he only excepttion, to the deecreasing tend
dency of thesee
currves, occurs for
f the percusssionist when raising
r
to 1600
BP
PMs, which iss related to a synchronous overlap overr
thee music rhyth
hmic structurre (from 80 BPM to 1600
BP
PM) and thee fact that w
with acoustic percussionn
insstruments it is
i are very hhard to totallly isolate thee
perrformer from direct instrum
ment sound. Therefore,
T
it iss
reaasonable to assume thaat there is an inversee
rellationship beetween Musiccal Tempo and
a
Latency-To
olerance.
Th
his direct dep
pendency betw
ween musicall Tempo andd
lateency tolerancce can be reggarded as a more generall
con
ncept – Latenccy Adaptive T
Tempo (LAT).
Th
he basic appliication princip
iple of LAT consists of a
sim
mple function
n, for audio network co
ommunicationn
sofftware system
ms, that dynam
mically adaptss the Musicall
Tempo (typicallly a referenceed by a metro
onome sound))
to the maximum
m value toleraated by the leeast “latency-tolerant” musician of a networ
ork ensemble. This dynamicc
adaaptation is baased on real-ttime latency measurementt
bettween peers.
Inp
put variables of this functiion are musiccians’ profiless
and
d latency valu
ue at a given m
moment. The output of thee
LA
AT function will
w be the T
Tempo value (typically inn
BP
PMs) that is less disruptinng for the group musicall
praactice.
LA
AT allows mu
usicians to re
rehearse musiic as fast (inn
terms of Musicaal Tempo) as ttheir Network
k connectivityy
speeed allows theem to.
Th
his concept was
w implementted into the Public
P
Soundd
Ob
bjects (PSOs) system [9], w
with respective adjustmentss
to the Musical Tempo conccept and lateency-tolerancee
req
quirements in
n this partiicular Netwo
orked Musicc
insstrument.
1.2
2 Latency Ad
daptive Louddness
In a real world acoustic envirronment, the perception off
sou
und loudness decreases naaturally when
n the distancee
bettween the recceiver and thhe sound sourrce increases..
Th
he further away
y is the positio
ion of the soun
nd source, thee
low
wer is the percception of louudness and thee higher is thee
aco
oustic propagaation latency.
Th
his real-world
d inverse prroportion bettween soundd
lou
udness and co
ommunicationn latency insp
pired the ideaa
of a network music
m
instrum
ment, which adapts
a
to thee
Intternet latency and was impplemented in 2003 by Jörgg
Steelken in the Software
S
PeerrSynth [10]. PeerSynth
P
is a
perr-to-peer soun
nd synthesizerr, which supp
ports multiplee
useers displaced over the interrnet, measurin
ng the latencyy
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between eachh active conneection and adaaptively lowerring
the incomingg sound volum
me of each usser’s contributtion
to the overalll soundscape,, proportionallly to the amoount
of delay meaasured in his connection.
c
A similar approoach
was followedd in the AALIV
VENET System
m [11].
Loudness and softness of music is usuaally referred too as
Dynamics. H
However, muusical dynam
mics is not oonly
regarded as the sound voolume of the overall mussical
piece, but also as the arrticulation bettween individdual
musical notees (staccato, legato etc.), as well as the
performing ttechniques appplied to emphasize each nnote
(particularly on its attack and
a decay). In
n this context, the
perceptual aattack time of
o individual notes is a key
feature.

exa
ample, bowed
d violin, the PAT might be dozens off
millliseconds afteer the onset”.
Altthough, Bregm
man’s studiess or the PAT definition aree
nott used specifically in rreference to the mutuall
aw
wareness of sou
unds being prroduced in a bilateral
b
musicc
perrformance, itt can be arggued that a difficulty inn
disscerning the order
o
of sounnds events, will
w inevitablyy
leaad to conditio
ons in whichh is hard for instrumentall
perrformers to maintain a synchrono
ous musicall
interaction. Therrefore, it is reeasonable to assume
a
that iff
slo
ow attack tim
mes allow a bbetter percepttion of soundd
sim
multaneity this might also lead to a better ability too
perrform synchro
onous musicall interaction
3

EPTUAL ATT
TACK TIME
E (PAT)
2 PERCE
Like Tempo and loudness, individual note interpretattion
can have a significant im
mpact in the range of vallues
obtained for the EPT. In fact, the attaack of a mussical
note is a crittical feature inn discerning the
t perceptionn of
simultaneity for overlappinng sound even
nt.
b Al Bregmann in
As part of thhe experimentss conducted by
the late 90’s on Auditory Scene Analyssis [12] there is a
particular section on the
t
perceptio
on of order in
overlapping sound evennts for differrent rise tim
mes.
Bregman dem
monstrates that “the audito
ory system seeems
to be particcularly intereested in soun
nds with abrrupt
onsets and tthat such souunds stand ou
ut better from
m a
background of other sounds
s
than do slow-rissing
sounds”. Thhis experimennt1 clearly reeveals that itt is
harder to perrceive the ordeer of overlapp
ping sound eveents
when their riise time (attack) is slower. In other worrds,
overlapping sounds with slower rise times are beetter
perceived as synchronous even when th
heir onsets are not
physically simultaneous (iin this experim
ment there waas a
time delay off 120 ms betw
ween the sound
d events).
While Breggman is noot referring specifically to
Perceptual A
Attack Time (P
PAT), a difficu
ulty in discernning
the order of ssounds will obbviously lead to a difficultyy in
discerning w
whether or nott two sounds are perceptuaally
simultaneouss.
However, thhe fact that two soundss are physicaally
synchronous does not necessarily maake them souund
perceptually synchronous.
PAT is a subjective measure
m
of th
he time thatt is
mic
perceived byy the listenerr as the mom
ment of rhythm
placement foor a musical soound event. According
A
to M
Matt
Wright [13] “for highlyy percussive sounds,
s
the P
PAT
might be thee same as, or just a few milliseconds affter,
the onset tim
me, but for soounds with a slow attack, for

1
This particullar experiment is
i entitled “Effeects of rate of onnset
o the
on segregationn” and it is available, as part of
documentationn for [12], from
m the website:
http://webpagees.mcgill.ca/staaff/Group2/abreegm1/web/downnloa
dstoc.htm#21 [consulted in May
M 31, 2011]

PILOT EXPERIMEN
ENT
ON
LATENCY
Y
NCE FOR DI
DIFFERENT ATTACKS
A
TOLERAN
Deeparting from
m the hypotthesis that the
t
PAT off
ind
dividual notess can affect thhe quality of a Networkedd
Mu
usic Performaance, a pilot experiment was
w designedd
and
d conducted by
b the authorrs of this pap
per and Chriss
Ch
hafe in Decem
mber 2010 att the Center for
f Computerr
Reesearch in Music and Acouustics (CCRMA). The mainn
objjective of this trial test w
was to investigate if betterr
tolerance to communication latency can be achievedd
wh
hen individuall notes are peerformed with
h slow attackk
insstead of sharp//fast attack tim
mes.
Th
he experimen
ntal setup coonsisted in two acousticc
inssulated studio rooms, in w
which two perrformers weree
sub
bjected to a headphone
h
baased monitoriing system ass
theeir acoustic co
ommunicationn loop.
Th
he musicians performed
p
on a Cello (musiician A) and a
Vio
olin (musiciaan B) and w
were asked to play thee
rhy
ythmical stru
ucture presennted on figu
ure 2, whichh
com
mplies with previous exxperiments conducted
c
att
CC
CRMA [2] [4], for the sake of comparability.

hm used to tesst the latency performance
Fiigure 2: Rhyth
with
w different aattack times
Wh
hen performed with a bow
w, both the Cello
C
and thee
Vio
olin allow thee musicians too perform eacch note with a
slo
ow or a sharp/fast attack stroke. The experimentall
pro
ocedures consisted in gettinng the musiciaans to perform
m
this rhythm with
w
slow annd fast attacck times (ass
preesented in fig
gure 3), for different triaals, in whichh
lateencies were artificially inntroduced in the feedbackk
loo
op.
Sin
nce the musiicians had too perform reelatively longg
attaack times, th
he adequate Tempo to av
void possiblee
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overlaying oof subsequent notes was sett to 80 Beats per
Minute (BPM
M).
Performing iin such a low
w Tempo imp
plies by it sellf a
higher rangee of EPT (as suggested
s
by the experimenntal
research preesented in section 1.1 of this paper) and
therefore thee latency valuees applied in each trial rannged
from 25 to 110 ms.

con
nvey the entirre one minutee performancee, subjected too
diffferent latenciies that disruupts the mussicians steadyy
Tempo performaance.
Ho
owever, thesee results alsoo show that the averagee
Tempo fluctuation for each trrial decreases while latencyy
inccreases (which is consiistent with the inversee
pro
oportion betw
ween Tempo aand EPT), bu
ut it is alwayss
hig
gher for sharp
p/fast attack ttimes than fo
or slow attackk
tim
mes. In practicce, this meanns that individ
dually and inn
aveerage, each performer
p
is aable to mainttain a rhythm
m
clo
oser to the inittial metronom
me Trigger (80
0 BPM) whenn
perrforming sharp
p/fast attack bbowed strokess.
Neevertheless, this
t
analysiss does not provide a
straaightforward perception off the perform
mance quality,,
sin
nce it does nott contemplate any informattion regardingg
thee articulation between
b
the tw
wo performan
nces.

waveforms for performancess with slow annd
Figure 3: w
fast atttack times
For each ttrial, the iniitial procedure consisted in
providing tto booth musicians
m
an
n electronicaally
generated m
metronome beaat set to 80 BPM, to whhich
musician “A”” would synchhronize his initial performaance
followed byy musician “B”. Once both musiciians
concluded thhis initial synnchronisation the metronoome
sound was m
muted and thhey would caarry on with the
performance for about onee minute.
This proceduure was repeated 28 times for
f slow and fast
attack times,, with latenciies from 25 to
t 110 ms (w
with
incremental ssteps of 10 mss).
4 RESUL
LTS
The initial aanalysis of thhe audio filess was perform
med
individually for each mussician, both for
f slow and fast
attack time pperformances.
In order to have a perceeption of how
w each musiccian
could maintaain a steady rhhythm, through
hout the rangee of
latencies intrroduced on thee feedback loo
op, an analysi s of
the average B
BPM progresssion in time was
w executed w
with
the Tempo aand Beat Traccker analysis tool from Soonic
Visualizer2.
These resultss are presenteed in Figure 4 and 5, and iit is
clear that in booth cases the average Tempo
T
is alw
ways
slower than the initial 80
8 BPM metronome triggger,
which is not really surprissing since thesse average vallues
2

Sonic Visuallizer software iss developed at the
t Centre for
Digital Music at Queen Maryy, University off London:
http://www.soonicvisualiser.orrg/ [consulted in
n May 31, 20111]

Figure
F
4: Indiv
vidual Tempoo average for performer
p
A

Figure
F
5: Indiv
vidual Tempoo average for performer
p
B
In order to havee an insight oon the way each
e
musiciann
perrformed in relation to the other, a new analysis wass
perrformed usin
ng the softwaare tool MA
ATCH: Musicc
Aliignment Tool Chest, develooped by Simon
n Dixon [14].
Th
his software analyses
a
the alignment of
o audio filess
usiing the on-linee time warpinng (OLTW) allgorithm [15],,
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which was aapplied for thee pairs of perrformances (sllow
and sharp/faast attack) in all different trials throughhout
the entire rannge of latenciees.
The results oof this analysiss are presented
d in figure 6, and
it is clear tthat the perfoormance with
h slow attackk is
always closeer to the valuee “1”, which indicates
i
a beetter
proximity in the alignmentt of sound eveents from the ttwo
performances.
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